
 

CONV-TTL-RS485 PTS – Testing procedure 

1. Switch ON or unlock the PTS laptop. The username is conv-ttl-rs485 and the password is pts-user. 

2. Place the ESD strap on your wrist. 
3. Put a small barcode sticker on the bottom side of the CONV-TTL-RS485 under test. Leave the 

corresponding large sticker handy for scanning. 
4. Remove protective stickers on both dip switches. Set switch SW2.4 to the ON (TTL) position. Make 

sure all other switches are in the OFF position. 

5. Plug the SFP loopback adapter on the front panel SFP connector. 
6. Click on the Run CONV-TTL-RS485 PTS icon on the top left of the laptop screen to launch the 

application. 

7. The PTS main window prompts you to scan the two barcodes if the board. Use the barcode reader 
placed in the accessories drawer. 

8. Place the CONV-TTL-RS485 on the VME rails of VME slot 5, without engaging it all the way and plug 
the Xilinx cable on the Xilinx connector of the CONV-TTL-RS485. 

9. Engage the CONV-TTL-RS485 board all the way in the VME crate and press the front panel handles 
until they make a click noise. 

10. Type ok on the PTS main window. The software starts performing the testing of the board. 
11. The JPTS window prompts to confirm the blinking of the Green front panel pulse LEDs. 

12. The JPTS window prompts you to confirm the blinking of the Green/Red front panel status LEDs. 
 The JPTS window will prompt you to plug in the patch board for daisy chaining front panel channels. 

Insert both parts of the patch board carefully all the way with two hands, paying attention to INV D 
engraving for correct orientation. Type yes once this is done. 

13. The JPTS window prompts to plug some cables into the card. Remove INV-TTL channel small patch 
board and make the following connections: 

 Blue cable to INV-TTL channel A output 

 Green cable to INV-TTL channel B output 

 Red cable to INV-TTL channel C output 

 Yellow cable to INV-TTL channel D output 

14. Testing will proceed automatically and should take approx. one minute. 

15. If all tests have passed, the software will download the release firmware to the FPGA. This will take 
approximately 4 minutes to complete. 

 A final test will reboot the crate in order to check for proper version of gateware and fallback to 
Golden. 

16. To get the expanded view of the errors type ok when prompted. 

17. Unplug the board from the VME crate and type ok. The PTS main window will then close. 
18. Place the large barcode corresponding to the small barcode sticker on the ESD-proof box 



19. Put the CONV-TTL-RS485 in an ESD-proof bag and place it into the box 

For a FAILED board, you can repeat the test only one more time! If a board FAILs twice, please 
report to the CERN responsible. 

Log files are automatically stored in the USB key. You can retrieve the key, when the laptop is 
switched off, by unplugging it from the USB extender in the Accessories drawer. 


